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Abstract

Although SD modeling is sometimes called theory-rich data-poor modeling, it does not mean SD modeling should per definition be data-poor. SD software packages allow one to get data from, and write simulation runs to, databases. Moreover, data is also sometimes used in SD to calibrate parameters or bootstrap parameter ranges. But more could and should be done, especially in the coming era of ‘Big Data’. Big data simply refers here to more data than was until recently manageable. Big data often requires data science techniques to make it manageable and useful. There are at least three ways in which big data and data science may play a role in SD: (1) to obtain useful inputs and information from (big) data, (2) to infer plausible theories and model structures from (big) data, and (3) to analyse and interpret model-generated “brute force data”. Interestingly, data science techniques that are useful for (1) may also be made useful for (3) and vice versa. There are many application domains in which the combination of SD and big data would be beneficial. Examples, some of which are elaborated here, include policy making with regard to crime fighting, infectious diseases, cyber security, national safety and security, financial stress testing, market assessment and asset management.

1 Introduction

Will ‘big data’ fundamentally change the world? Or is it just the latest hype? Is it of any interest to the SD modeling and simulation field? Or should it be ignored? Could it affect the field of SD modeling and simulation? And if so, how? These are some of the questions addressed in this paper. But before starting, we need to shed some light on what we mean by big data. Big data simply refers here to a situation in which more data is available than was until recently manageable. Big data often requires data science techniques to make it manageable and useful.

So far, the worlds of data science and SD modeling and simulation have hardly met. Although SD modeling is sometimes called theory-rich data-poor modeling, it does not mean SD modeling per definition is or ought to be data-poor. SD software packages allow one to get data from, and write simulation runs to, databases. Moreover, data is also sometimes used in SD to calibrate parameters or bootstrap parameter ranges. But none of these cases could be labeled big data.

However, in an era of ‘big data’, there may be opportunities for SD to embrace data science techniques and make use of big data. There are at least three ways in which big data and data science may play a role in SD: (1) to obtain useful inputs and information from (big) data, (2) to infer plausible theories and model structures from (big) data, and (3) to analyses and interpret model-generated “brute force data”. Interestingly, data science techniques that are useful for (1) may also be made useful for (3) and vice versa.

More than just being an opportunity to be seized, adopting data science techniques may be necessary, simply because some evolutions/innovations in the SD field result in ever bigger data sets generated by simulation models. Examples of such evolutions/innovations include: spatially specific SD modeling [Ruth and Pieper 1994; Struben 2005; BenDor and Kaza 2012] especially.
if combined with GIS packages; individual agent-based SD modeling (Castillo and Saysal, 2005, Osgood, 2009; Feola et al., 2012) especially with ABM packages; hybrid ABM-SD modeling and simulation; sampling (Fiddaman, 2002; Ford, 1990); and multi-model multi-method SD modeling and simulation under deep uncertainty (Pruyt and Kwakkel, 2012, 2014; Auping et al., 2012; Moorlag et al., 2014).

There are also many application domains for which the combination of SD and big data or data science would be very beneficial. Examples, some of which are elaborated here, include policy making with regard to crime fighting, infectious diseases, cybersecurity, national safety and security, financial stress testing, market assessment, asset management, and future-oriented technology assessment.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, a picture of the future of SD and big data is discussed in section 2. Approaches, methods, techniques and tools for SD and big data are subsequently discussed in section 3. Then, some of the aforementioned examples are presented in section 4. And we conclude this paper with a discussion and some conclusions.

2 Modeling and Simulation and (Model-Generated) Big Data

Figure 1: Picture of the near term state of science / long term state of the art

Figure 1 shows how real-world and model-based (big) data may in the future interact with modeling and simulation.

I. In the near future, it will be possible for all system dynamicists to simultaneously use multiple hypotheses, i.e. simulation models from the same or different traditions or hybrids,
for different goals including the search for deeper understanding and policy insights, experimentation in a virtual laboratory, future-oriented exploration, and robust policy design and robustness testing under deep uncertainty. Sets of simulation models may be used to represent different perspectives or plausible theories, to deal with methodological uncertainty, or to deal with a plethora of important characteristics (e.g. agent characteristics, feedback and accumulation effects, spatial and network effects). This will most likely lead to more model-generated data, even big data compared to sparse simulation with a single model.

II. Some of these models may be connected to real-time or semi-real time (big) data streams, and some models may even be inferred in part from (big) data sources.

III. Storing the outputs of these simulation models in databases and applying data science techniques may enhance our understanding, may generate policy insights, and may allow to test policy robustness across large multi-dimensional uncertainty spaces.

Approaches, methods, techniques and tools that may enable system dynamics to deal with big data are discussed below, followed by a few examples.

3 Methods, Techniques and Tools for SD & Big Data

There are many data science methods, techniques and tools for dealing with (big) data. Many of them could be used to generate inputs for models or analyze model outputs. However, a comprehensive discussion of these methods, techniques and tools is beyond the scope of this paper. Below, we focus our attention on data science methods/techniques/tools for model-generated data, for generating useful model inputs, and for inferring model structures.

The fundamental differences between data science for model-generated data and data science for real data is that (i) in modeling, cases (i.e. underlying causes) are –or can be– known, (ii) in modeling, there is no missing output data, and (iii) in modeling, it is possible to generate more model-based data if more data is needed.

3.1 Approaches for dealing with big (model-based) data

3.1.1 Smartening to avoid big data

A first approach for dealing with big data –or rather not having to deal with big data– is to develop “smarter” methods, techniques and tools, i.e. methods, techniques and tools that provide more insights and deeper understanding without having to create or analyze too big a data set.

A first example is the development of ‘micro-macro modeling’ (Fallah-Fini et al., 2013), which allows to include agent properties in SD models, and hence, to avoid ABM which is computationally more expensive and results in relative terms in much larger data sets which are also harder to make sense of.

Similar to the development of formal modeling techniques that smartened the traditional SD approach, are new methods, techniques and tools currently being developed to smarten “brute-force” SD approaches. Instead of sampling from the input space, adaptive sampling approaches are for example being developed to span the output space (Islam and Pruyt, 2014).

Another example of this approach to big data, as illustrated by Millet (1998); Kwakkel and Pruyt (2013a), is to use optimization techniques to perform directed searches as opposed to undirected “brute-force” sampling.

3.1.2 Data set reduction techniques

A second approach for dealing with big data is to use techniques to reduce the data set to manageable proportions, using for example filtering, clustering, searching, and selection methods. Machine learning techniques like feature selection (Kohavi and John, 1997) or random forests feature selection (Breiman, 2001) could for example be used to limit the number of unimportant
generative structures and uncertainties, and hence, the number of simulation runs required to adequately span the uncertainty space.

Time series classification methods like similarity-based time series clustering based on (Yücel, 2012; Yücel and Barlas, 2011) and illustrated in (Kwakkel and Pruyt, 2013a,b), K-means clustering (Islam and Pruyt, 2014), or dynamic time warping (Petitjean, 2011; Rakthanmanon, 2013; Pruyt and Islam, 2014) may for example be used to cluster similar behavior patterns, allowing the selection of a small number of exemplars spanning all behavior patterns.

Alternatively, conceptual clustering (Fisher, 1987; Michalski, 1980) may be used. Conceptual clustering is a technique developed to find natural groupings in the data, and to explain the differences between the groupings. Conceptual clustering differs from standard clustering because it gives clear, actionable rules which distinguish the different groups. While cluster analysis gives the central tendency of a group, conceptual clustering describes the limits or boundaries to the cluster.

Machine learning techniques like PRIM (Friedman and Fisher, 1999; Bryant and Lempert, 2010; Kwakkel and Pruyt, 2013a,b) Kwakkel et al., 2014) and PCA-PRIM (Kwakkel et al., 2013) may be used to identify areas of interest in the multi-dimensional uncertainty space, for example areas with high concentrations of simulation runs with very undesirable dynamics.

Other machine learning techniques like t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) may be used to cluster across multiple dimensions (see the example in subsection 4.3).

3.1.3 Using methods and techniques for dealing with (model-generated) big data

A third approach for dealing with big data is to use methods and techniques that are appropriate for dealing with (model-generated) big data.

Examples include optimization techniques like stochastic optimization (in Vensim), SOPS (in Powersim), or –even better– (multi-objective) robust optimization (Hamarat et al., 2013, 2014), e.g. to identify policy levers and define policy triggers across large multi-dimensional uncertainty spaces: these methods actually require many simulation runs.

The same is true for methods for testing policy robustness across a wide ranges of uncertainties (Lempert et al., 2003, 2000). These outcomes are usually hard to visualize, unless they are unambiguous. This is similarly the case with other ‘big data approaches’: needed are new ways to visualize thousands of multi-dimensional outcomes changing over time.

Machine learning techniques may possibly also be used to infer parts of models and sets of plausible models from data. A linear dynamical system (Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999) is a machine learning technique which both models data in the presence of uncertainty, and reproduces a range of dynamical patterns consistent with real-world observations. The technique is related to older approaches in dynamic modeling and control, such as Kalman filtering. The particular appeal of the technique is the potential automated production of an SD model straight from data. The model is locally linear to the data, so additional modeling insight will be necessary to translate the evidence into a full system dynamic model. The modeling approach might also be useful because it structures and parameterizes uncertainty in the data, showing a range of SD parameters which are consistent given the data.

Methods and techniques that could easily be made useful for dealing with model-based big data include Formal Model Analysis techniques (Kampmann and Oliva, 2008, 2009; Saleh et al., 2010), mathematical methods (Kuipers, 2014), statistical screening techniques (Ford and Flynn, 2005; Taylor et al., 2010), statistical pattern testing techniques like the ones in BTS-II.

3.2 Tools for dealing with models and (big) data

Database connectivity and data management procedures of some of the traditional software packages have been improved. For example, Vensim DSS allows to read from and write to databases via ODBC\footnote{See the Vensim DSS Supplement (Ventana Systems, 2010, 2011) and this video.}.
More powerful though is the use of scripting languages like Python (Van Rossum 1995; McKinney 2012) to control traditional SD software packages, manage data and perform advanced analysis on stored data. TU Delt’s EMA workbench software is an open source tool in python that integrates multi-method simulation with data management, visualization and analysis.

Modeling and simulation across platforms is also likely to become reality in a few years time. The XMILE (eXtensible Model Interchange LanguagE) project (Eberlein and Chichakly 2013; Diker and Allen 2005) aims at facilitating the storage, sharing, and combination of simulation models across software packages and across (some) modeling schools. It may also allow for easier connections with databases, statistical and analytical software packages, and ICT infrastructure. Or:

‘XMILE will enable System Dynamics models to be reused with Big Data sets to show how different policies produce different outcomes in complex environments. Models may be stored in cloud-based libraries, shared within and between organizations, and used to communicate different outcomes with common vocabulary. XMILE will also support the integration of system dynamics models and simulations into mainstream analytics software.’

Note however that this is already possible to a large extent by using scripting languages or software packages with scripting capabilities such as the aforementioned EMA Workbench.

4 Examples

4.1 Crime Fighting under Deep Uncertainty

This example relates to crime fighting (see Figure 2). An exploratory SD model and related tools were developed for the police in view of increasing the effectiveness of their fight against high impact crime (HIC). Although HIC comprises robbery, mugging, burglary, intimidation, assault and grievous bodily harm, the pilot reported on in this paper focussed on fighting robbery and burglary. HIC require a systemic perspective and approach: they are characterized by important systemic effects in time and space, such as learning and specialization effects, ‘waterbed effects’ between different HICs and precincts, accumulations (prison time) and delays (in policing and jurisdiction), preventive effects, and other causal effects (ex post preventive measures). HICs are also characterized by deep uncertainty: a large fraction of these perpetrators is unknown –although it is known that these crimes are mainly committed by opportunistic locals, lone professionals, and mobile criminal teams– and even though their archetypal crime-related habits are known, accurate time and geographically specific predictions cannot be made. At the same time is part of the HIC system well-known and is near-real time information related to these crimes available.

The main goals of this pilot project were to support strategic policymaking under deep uncertainty and to monitor the effectiveness of policies to fight HIC. The SD model was used as an engine behind the interface, to explore effects under deep uncertainty, i.e. to generate and explore model-based big data in view of generating policy insights, and to identify real-world pilots that e/would increase the understanding about the system and effectiveness of interventions, and finally to compare the robustness of interventions across ensembles of thousands of plausible futures. Real world information and insights from the real-world pilots could be updated automatically. An evolved version of this model could thus automatically update the information, and, by doing so, increase the model’s value for the strategic decision makers. An even more advanced version may use hybrid models or a multi-method approach, with more attention paid to individuals, individual objects, spatial characteristics, and networks. The latter will further expand the amount of model-generated data.

2 The EMA workbench can be downloaded for free from, http://simulation.tbm.tudelft.nl/ema-workbench/contents.html

4.2 Integrated Risk-Capability Analysis under Deep Uncertainty

The third example deals with integrated risk-capability analysis under deep uncertainty for National Safety and Security as discussed by Pruyt et al. (2012) and displayed in Figure 3. This multi-model approach results in three instances of big data. Large ensembles of plausible futures are generated using multiple simulation models for each of a few dozen risk types. Time series clustering and machine learning techniques are used to identify and select a dozen of exemplars – exemplary in terms of outputs and origin. These exemplars are used as inputs for a capability analysis under deep uncertainty, resulting for each exemplar in hundreds to thousands of simulation runs. Again, exemplars are selected from these ensembles. Either they are used to assess the effectiveness of alternative sets of capabilities, or they are used as starting point of an automated search for robust capability sets (using robust optimization techniques). Some risk classes, settings of some of the capabilities, and exogenous uncertainties may in the future be set with real-world data.

But the real big data problem in this case is one of model-generated big data. Smart sampling techniques and time-series classification methods that together allow to identify the largest variety of behavior patterns with the minimal amount of simulations are desirable for this computational approach, for performing an automated multi-hazard capability analysis over many risks is – due to the Multi-Objective Robust Optimization method used – computationally very expensive. Compared to traditional SD, it could be labeled ‘big computing’.
4.3 Future-Oriented Technology Assessment

Machine learning techniques could also be used to inform model/theory building. In this example, based on [Cunningham and Kwakkel, 2014], a machine learning technique called t-NSE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) is used to better understand recent technological developments in Electric Vehicles, Hybrid Electric Vehicles, and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles. T-NSE is a technique for dimensionality reduction that is particularly well suited for visualizing high-dimensional datasets. It is primarily a visualization technique. Nonetheless it is representative of an emerging trend in the analysis of data as well, known as topological data analysis. Topological data analysis (Carlsson, 2009) enables researchers to capture the broad features of a data set without requiring extensive parametric knowledge of the underlying processes which may have generated the data. This is in sharp contrast to parametric statistics which may require strong assumptions about the data, and may demand an extensive base of prior hypotheses about the data. Topological data analysis approaches may be particularly suitable as a means of structuring SD outputs. These structured outputs may enhance understanding of the dynamic capability of the system, may allow comparison between seemingly very different dynamic trajectories, and may enable the identification of interesting or under-explored regimes of behavior.

Dimensions included in the analysis are: type, weight, output power, battery capacity, acceleration, CO$_2$ emissions, gas mileage and electric range of the vehicles. These dimensions are first rescaled so that similarities in design performance can be assessed. t-SNE then reduces our 7 dimensions to 2 dimensions + time. Figure 4(a) shows the individual trajectories: HEVs have radically shifted their evolution since 2006. And Figure 4(b) shows the convergence between HEV and PHEV on the one hand and EV on the other. Note that these plots are dimensionless (except for time).

A slightly more detailed analysis of performance gradients shows that PHEV, HEV and EVs are converging: HEVs and PHEVs are on the one hand hybridizing with pure electric vehicles, and...
slowly shedding reliance on their IC engines. EVs on the other hand display eroding technological goals: they are growing more powerful and lighter in weight, able to cruise for greater ranges on a charge, but their acceleration rates are declining. Finally, CO₂ reduction is the most rapid indicator of change. This information could be used to inform model building or to compare model outcomes with real data. Note also that t-SNE can be applied to multi-dimensional outcomes of simulation models, including their trajectories.

4.4 Monitoring Infectious Diseases

The last case is about (new) infectious diseases, like the 2009 A(H1N1)ₙ flu. This case is described and addressed with Exploratory System Dynamics Modeling and Analysis in Pruyt and Hamarat (2010) and used to illustrate by Pruyt et al. (2013) that more can be done with SD models.

If deep uncertainty is taken into account seriously, then model-based analyses ought to show many plausible futures. Over time, information will narrow down the ensemble of plausible futures. Near real-time geo-spatial data (twitter, medical records, et cetera) could be used in combination with SD models to reduce the uncertainty space. More real data then results in a reduction of the model-generated data.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the combination of SD modeling and simulation and data science to deal with so-called ‘big data’.

Although their combination is promising, it will also require investments by the SD community. To name a few: Multi-method and hybrid modeling approaches should be further developed in order to make existing modeling and simulation approaches appropriate for dealing with agent-system characteristics, spatial and network aspects, deep uncertainty, and possibly other aspects; Data science and machine learning techniques should be further developed into techniques that can provide useful inputs for simulation models; Data science and mathematical techniques should be further developed into techniques that can be used to infer parts of models from data; easy connectors to databases and other programs need to be provided by software developers; Machine learning algorithms and formal model analysis methods should be further developed into tools that help to generate deeper understanding and generate useful policy insights; Methods and tools should be developed to turn intuitive policymaking into model-based policy design and
automated robustness testing; And new analytical approaches and visualization techniques should be developed to make more sense out of models and data.

There are multiple approaches for dealing with big data: three of these approaches were discussed in the paper. Some machine learning techniques have been introduced and their application demonstrated on a few cases.
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